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School Overview 

Our School 

Jingili is a vibrant and culturally diverse school nestled in the heart of our suburb. It prides itself on 

‘Putting the Child First’ , offering programs that are student-centred, engaging, and rigorous to equip 

growing minds for the 21st Century.We make every attempt to nurture and celebrate cultural diversity, 

individuality, and personal achievements within the context of a safe and happy environment that 

supports the wellbeing of all members of the school community. The school consists of two adjacent 

campuses comprising of a combined childcare facility (Independently managed by YMCA) and preschool 

on one site, with the primary campus nearby.The school’s strong CARES (children almost ready to enter 

school) program supports a smooth transition for the pathway from care to preschool to primary school. 

The school is committed to innovative, evidence and research informed practices to improve student 

wellbeing and learning. A strong sense of community is part of Jingili school ethos and throughout the 

year we offered some opportunities for parent and community involvement. Parents are welcomed into 

classrooms and post COVID, we have started again  

In 2022, the school had a strong focus on strengthening instruction and assessment in Reading, HASS 

and the implementation of Berry Street Education Model to maximise engagement. COVID greatly 

impacted the momentum of these improvement agendas for the first half of the year, with our school 

responding to the heavy administrative and health requirements to manage our community within the 

pandemic. 

In 2022, special student programs offered at Jingili School were: 

• Science as a specialist and pure learning area, Science Expo and Fair, CREST (extension and 

acceleration in science and maths).  

• Indonesian Language Learning (Grades 2/3-6), Extension Challenge 

• Kitchen Garden – as part of the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program 

• Digital Technologies – students across the school accessed this specialist time to build their ICT learning 

capbilities 

• Sports in School for grades 3-6, COVID permitting 

• Small Groups learning support – Leadership and Learning Centre including literacy, maths, and 

social/emotional learning 

• Breakfast Club – established last year with the support of COLES Northlakes and Brumby’s Hibiscus with 

parent involvement to run 

• Excursions and incursions across the year levels building on their learning COVID permitting 

• CARES (Children Almost Ready to Enter School) 

• PE – T-2 

• Meaningful Maths Enrichment 

• Music Instruction from the NT School of Music on Fridays – including our Jingili Band 
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Additional experiences –  

• PMI – Partnership for outside of school hours music 

• School of Languages offering extra curricula lessons after school – up to 20 students attending these 

The key issues facing the school community for 2022 were: 

• Improving student attendance 

• COVID regulations impacting teaching and learning and momentum of improvement agenda 

• Aging School – repairs and upgrades 

• CiAnywhere Finance Platform implmenentation – learning period for Business Manager and Principal to 

ensure transparency of finances. 

• Maintaining consistent school counsellor to service our student tier 3 needs.  

Our Staff 

In 2022, an extra hour of release per week for full time staff was provided to prioritise collaboration in 

teacher PLTs and drive our improvement agenda. The amalgamation of Indonesian as a release in the 3-6 

grades and PE classes in the EC grades supported this. Just under half the staff at Jingili are part-time. This 

makes some elements of staffing challenging to meet all needs such as professional learning. If all staff came 

back full time however, the school would be overstaffed.  

Leadership Team Teaching Staff Administrative Staff 

Principal 

Assistant Principal ST3 

Senior Teacher-Wellbeing ST1 

Administration Manager AO5 

11 Classroom Teachers (3 

teachers x.8) 

1X0.8 Science teacher 

1x 0.6 Digital Technologies 

Teacher 

1 X 0.8 Kitchen Garden Teacher 

1X 0.8 & 1X 0.6 pre-school 

teachers 

1x .4 Teacher to cover two of the 

.8 teachers EC 

Special Education assistant A03 

AIEW AO4  

Library/ICT  and office Assistant AO2 - .85% 

1X0.8 & 1X0.5 Pre-school assistants AO2 

1X Transition Support Assistant 0.5 AO2  

1X Data input officer/front desk 0.5 AO2 

1X Kitchen Garden Assistant 0.8 AO2 

1 Maintenance Officer PH4 

Front office administrator A02 

All teaching staff met the professional standards for teachers in the Northern Territory, including having 
obtained appropriate qualifications for teaching and abiding by the Code of Ethics for Northern Territory 
teachers. Pre-school staff have appropriate Early Childhood qualifications. Jingili have three staff who identify 
as Aboriginal. 

Our Students 

A variety of cultural backgrounds are represented in the student population at Jingili with 26% 

Aboriginal, 20% EAL/D and 20% identified with additional needs (on NCCD – National Consistent 

Collection of Data). In 2022, Jingili had a total of 308, with 39 in the preschool and 269 in the primary 

school. In the latter half of the year, all grades 3-6 were on the maximum of 27 students. This caused 

us to go to a managed enrolment plan, only taking on students in our suburb.  
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MySchool overview (https://www.myschool.edu.au/) 
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In 2022, we continued with our engagement strategy, with line of sight to the Regional target of 

87%attendance, we attempted several strategies to target students within the 60%-80%attendance range – 

informing parents, including before school sport support for students, breakfast club, regular homevisits if a 

child had not attended nor family could be contacted at maximum of 3 days.Each class set aspirational targets 

and rewarded classes in-house, while as a school, when we reached 84% or above, students received an 

additional 10 minutes play ona  Friday. This strategy was found effective with over half of our families with home 

visits improving attendance, and overall school attendance lift in Term 4.  

  

Our Community 

Jingili Community have a very supportive OSHC program with Jingili OSHC. There is an ongoing strong 

relationship with Jingili OSHC catering for all our families requiring before school and after school 

care. They continue to only support Jingili students. Expanding in numbers, they are now utilising both 

the stage area and old canteen area space to support their programs. They have the capacity to 

supervise up to 90 students. OSHC have been very generous with allowing us to borrow their bus for 

excursions. This has reduced the cost for parents. An agreement for bus hire has been established 

between the school council and OSHC.  

While Jingili Canteen (TasteBudz) had a successful year in 2021 and agreed to continue the contract 

in 2022, they broke their contract part way through the year claiming they weren’t making a profit 

and could not sustain the meals. Jingili sourced Wixted, a company who make lunches offsite and 

deliver them to the school. This has been well received by our parents with orders sustaining ongoing 

partnership. 

YMCA Kindy continue to be at maximum capacity and have been since the beginning of 2021. A strong 

link between Kindy, preschool and the primary school is maintained with regular twice meetings per 
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term. This year saw kindy kids come up to the primary school on Friday to visit the Kitchen Garden. 

This initiative strengthened the CARES program to see our kids successfully transition through the 

pathway of care to preschool to primary.  

In 2022 we held the following community events: 

• Student Led Learning Walks (COVID adjustments) – Term 1 

• Harmony Day Celebrations – Term 1 

• Working Bee – Term 2 

• Mother’s Day Breakfast – School Council – Term 2; raised over $900 towards ICT 

• Sports Carnival – Term 2 

• Science Expo and Fair – Term 3 

• Preschool Open Day – Term 3 

• Father’s Day Breakfast – School Council – Term 3 

• Jingili Jiggle – Term 4 

• Quiz Night – School Council – Term 4; raised over $7800 towards new smart TVs for the classroom and 

our ICT plan 

• CARES information session – Term 4 

• Working Bee – Term 4 
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Principal's Report  

In my second year as principal, we were again faced with the implications that COVID bestowed on us, 

particularly in Term 1 and 2. At the beginning of the school year, Staff were stretched and an additional layer 

of administration was felt by many. A big thank you to the staff for their flexibility in roles and responsibilities 

and support of their colleagues at that challenging time. From day 1 our student cases started. From our 

records, just roughly 30% of our students had COVID before the end of March. I Thank all the parents who 

adhered to CHO directions - additionally keeping their child at home if unwell and testing for COVID.  

Redeployed teachers from the department (corporate) supported some of our classes while multiple teachers 

were off sick with COVID19. This was greatly appreciated. Due to this redeployment – agencies in the 

department were not providing their usual support for curriculum, and in addition a restructure of the 

department impacted the overall momentum of our improvement agenda priorities. 

2022 was also an EBA year, where teachers took striking action to fight for better conditions and pay. This had 

minimal impact on teaching and learning and was managed in-school. 

I was fortunate to be involved with making a range of decisions alongside the students, staff and school council 

in 2022. Some of these decisions and actions have been outlined below.  

SLC 

• This year, Jingili joined the Student Learning Commission. We had 16 Learning Commissioners 10 of them 

SRC – voted by peers, 2 representing House and Vice Captains, 4 additional nominators securing a 

position on SLC to ensure we represented the diversity of our school.  

• Teacher Commissioner – Mr Waldron, Principal Commissioner – Mrs Rust 

• Students took an inquiry approach, analysing school data and tuning into the survey data of students 

perecieving behaviour not managed well, and our reading grades. They surveyed students and staff to 

find out what ‘engagement’ strategies were missing – finding creativity and choice. 2023 will see the SLC 

continue with this inquiry and action the work to work towards improvement of engagement. 

Specialist Areas of Learning 

ICT-2022 was our first year of having a digital technologies specialist. This supported students in early years 

accessing technologies. Krystel Smith has worked hard on our school scope and sequence to support teachers 

in ensuring our students build capabilities in this learning area. Through the council, we ordered 30 ipads across 

early years and support students with additional needs as well as each teacher.  

Kitchen Garden -Our program was nominated and shortlisted for Woolworths Junior Landcare award. Jodi and 

Jodi wrote an article for the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Association.Jodi Rose received an award for 

support person of the year – honouring all of her hard work and dedication to our program and students 

across her many years at Jingili.  

Science – celebrated 10th Expo this year. A big thank you to ongoing work of our science grandparents Edna 

and John Rivas. This celebration saw us trial sponsorships for this events which supported the costs associated 

with the stalls, relieving pressure from the school budget. This was most successful. Jingili took out the Science 

award for our Expo, which was an acknowledgement of the hard work of Yvonne Vrodos to promote and profile 

the strong science curriculum across our school. We had our largest group of CREST  

Our students participate in a variety of rich learning experiences outside the classroom, including this year: 

• Excursions, with authentic links to learning including Darwin River Dam (year 5/6), Jingili Water Gardens 

(T/1-3/4s), Sport Gala Days, swimming programs across the school,  

• Incursions to support learning from – sydney seagull: sun safety for EY, Hector the Safety Cat, Sammy 

D Foundation (1 punch kills), RAAF hot air balloon demonstration 
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Jingili continues to strongly acknowledge our first nations people and pay respects to the traditional custodians 

of this land, the Larrakia People. Through inquiry units, teachers ensure authentic links to Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures through literature, experts, and our library of resources such as 

the Larrakia Calendar. To support the building of Larrakia language, classrooms have been formally named in 

Larrakia, honouring animals. This will continue every year. We were unsuccessful in applying for an ‘Artist in 

Schools’ grant this year in which we wanted to honour this work with a mural. We will be applying again next year.  

School Improvement Agenda 

Learning 

• Strategy teams (linked to our improvement agenda of Inquiry, Berry Street and Reading) represented 

with teachers across our stages of schooling, supported some heavy lifting in building our 

understandings to implement strategies/instruction practices and drive our improvement agenda across 

the school. Strategy teams met twice a term to collaborate and research/work on documents to support 

implementation.  

• Celebrations towards agenda – Year 5 Reading: above National Mean 

-Sustained A/B grades semester 2 in HASS (improvement from 2020/19) 

-FELA improvement in transition students from beginning of year to end 

See school priority section for more detail with supporting data of improvements or areas for growth. 

Grounds 

• 4 Captial Works submissions were put into DoE with council approval 

1. Keeping our school safe: securing our school with gates and fences 

2. Updting Cabinetry – fitting out all classes with workable and modern cabinetry 

3. Preschool Playground Upgrade – financially supporting the preschool concept map that was created 

in 2022.  

4. Prechool/Kindy shared toilet upgrade 

We should get confirmation of any that were successful early in 2023.  

• UMR – funded the rebuilding of the sandpit area that had been destroyed and vandalised (glass panels 

smashed). This was a big job with the sand having to come out and be replaced. Unfortunately, the 

contractor used sand that could not sculpt. This impacted the number of children playing in the area. 

This year, we emptied the sandpit through working bees and paid a contractor to replace sand.  

• Student toilet doors refreshed with paint and design from GenTonic in consultation with students.  

• New outdoor tables for Early Chidhood purchased to maximise outside learning and eating space. 

Partnerships/Contracts/Agreements 

• Jingili OSHC – expanded lease to include the canteen area, increased rent 2022 

• Jingili Kindy – working towards a renewed lease that is more commercial to reduce costs directly to the 

school regarding agreement of maintenance and repair. DoE are working on legal templates to support 

schools with these agreements.  

• Cleaning contract needs to be reviewed and put out to tender in 2023 

• CSC affilitation through STARS and Clontarf saw our year 5/6 students partake in female and male 

oriented buddy programs in semester two. This was very well received by our students and staff.  

• Jingili supported preservice teachers and work experience students throughout the year 
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• The school of languages had their first award’s night which was well attended by Jingili award recipients 

and their families.  

• Di Sullivan applied for sports grants and students in grades 3-6 particiapted in AFL, golf and basketball. 

• Allied Health – supporting our students with additional needs – assessments; play therapy; speech etc. 

 

Jemma Rust 

 

Principal 2022 
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School Council/Board Report  

Schools may choose to include a report from the school council/board chairperson that outlines the 
council’s/board’s membership, role, key decisions, events and the achievements of the board. 
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School Priority 2022 

Jingili’s ASIP on a page, connects our goals, signature strategies and actions for our community. It is co-
constructed with staff and is on our website, communicated with our parents and visible around our school.  
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Identified signature strategies for 2022 school year 

Signature Strategy: A1 – Readiness to Learn 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• How is the work making a difference 

- Students are using the language of BSEM – being ready to learn/ Zones  

- Teachers are using the framework to target explicit teaching across the domains within their programs.  

 

• What were the school’s goals 

for this identified signature 

strategy in 2022? 

- Implement trauma informed practices 

across the school to improve 

engagement, relationships, regulation and 

attendance 

• What actions did the school 

undertake to achieve these 

goals?  
- All current teachers trained in BSEM: 

participation in Character and 

Engagement and Stamina PD this year with 

commitments to action in classrooms and 

times to reflect in staff meetings 

- Consistent use of language throughout 

classrooms evidenced in walkthroughs 

- Draft of wellbeing and inclusion policy 

- Co-constructed placemats for teachers 

centred around Character and 

Engagement and Stamina domains 

- Zones of Regulation implemented in 

every class, including preschool 

- Response to behaviours revised and sent 

to all parents/ shared with students in 

setting class expectations and referred 

to 

- SLC used inquiry process through the 

Learning Commission to identify 

Engagement – choice and creativity 

focuses for 2023. 
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- Our School Survey did not reflect the change we were hoping for in the student responses. This was further unpacked with students 

to uncover how we could support them feeling safe and tighten processes of communication so they knew behaviour was being 

managed.  

HEADLINE MEASURE – survey 

Unfortunately we did not see an increase in the strategies being used in the classroom from the student perspective from 2021-2022, 

however the teachers felt this was being implemented. Data will be shared with the next cohort of year 5/6s to determine what actions 

may need to take place to connect students with the language of these strategies. 

2021 2022 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, student and parent perception on behaviours being well managed decreased, while the staff pereception increased in 

2022. This reflects the urgency to update and communicate our wellbeing and incusion documentation to students and parents to help 

strengthen the communications of actions taking place to manage behaviours. This will be an area of continued work in 2023.  

Students Parents Staff 
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Signature Strategy: E5 – Whole School Instruction Model 

 

• How is the work making a difference 

- Common lnaguage of cycle of inquiry to be used across the school 

- Teachers teaching and assessing HASS skills and understandings through this  

Pedagogical approach – evident in year 5/6 increase in A-E 

- Teachers beginning to focus on bridging skills of reading – building fluency into 

Program.  

- Response to intervention targeted support students needed to accelerate growth in reading progressions from word decoding skills 

to language comprehension skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• What were the school’s 

goals for this identified 

signature strategy in 

2022? 

- Source more effective reading 

assessment to assess student 

reading and identify students at risk 

- Strengthen the instructional model of 

Inquiry through building teacher 

knowledge and understanding of the 

pedagogy 

 

• What actions did the 

school undertake to 

achieve these goals?  
- Professional Learning with Kath 

Murdoch: Practices of Inquiry, The 

Inquiry Cycle, Planning for the 

Inquiry Cycle 

- Purchased decodable readers to 

support class programs in phonemic 

awareness and phonics instruction 

- Investigated program targeted at 

building word recognition skills of 

sight recognition, decoding and 

phonological awareness in strategy 

team  - deciding on Read Write Inc 

- Visiting schools who have implemented 

Read Write Inc to look at how it is 

organised and the difference it is 

making  

- Subscription – Reading Eggs across 

the school to support digital reading 

of texts and progression 
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Signature Strategy 1: E3 – Curriculum and Assessment Map 

 

• How is the work making a difference 

HASS 

- Teachers have increased their understandings of A-E judgements and this is reflective in their assessment tasks and pieces focusing 

on understandings, skills and learning assets, particularly in the upper grades.  

- Literature was mapped alongside the HASS Scope and Sequence to spotlight integration for literacy links 

- Again this year, teachers commented that the alignment with HASS and the Science maps, meant students were learning deeply – 

having already learnt about the science skills and understandings with Ms Vrodos, class learning built on this learning and allowed for 

more depth and breadth for the inquiry in HASS. This is a pleasing reflection. With all teachers working together, this document will 

continue to be implemented in 2023, and built on through literacy and numeracy integrated concepts. 

- Some teachers are incorporating opportunities for enrichment to ensure students can achieve an A/B as evidenced in programming 

conversations and assessment confirming. This needs to be a continued focus. 

A-E grades in HASS – distribution demonstrates. Improved percentage of students achieving As.  Focus continues to be shifting the ‘D and C’ 
distribution. Continued inquiry into assessment of learning and instruction to make this difference.  

% 2022 S2 2021 S2 2020 S2 2019 S2 2018 S2 

A 12 7 8 2 2 

B 22 30 19 29 27 

C 55 51 57 62 64 

D 11 12 14 2 7 

 

 

• What were the school’s goals for this 

identified signature strategy in 2022? 
- Continue implementation and working of curriculum map, 

linking literature and expanding on understandings and 

skills linked to HASS to inform assessment. 

- Increase students progressing and achieving at or 

above ‘C’ grade in A-E grades in HASS 

- Use more formative assessment through Inquiry - HASS 

- Audit Meaningful Maths practices across school 

- Draft Maths Scope and Sequence aligning to revised 

curriculum 

- Identify reading assessment that assesses skills of the 

reading rope and implement 

• What actions did the school undertake to 

achieve these goals?  
- Professional learning centred around formative 

assessment practices 

- Staff collaboration on shared understanding of A-E 

grades – ensuring opportunities for As and Bs  

- Sharing of assessments across teaching teams 

- PD regarding assessments to effectively assess reading, 

make decision collaboratively – Acadience Assessment 

- Surveyed parents and consulted with staff regarding 

reports and how they could reflect more the skills and 

integrated learning 

- Modified reports in Semester Two – dot points of 

achievement in English and Maths 

- Implemented Reading Eggs as an online text reading 

element to reading program – access from school and 

home across the grades 
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MATHS 

- Scope and Sequence reflects the revised Australian Curriculum to implement in 2023   

- Have foci of practices from audit to inform focuses through coaching in 2023 

READING 

- Acadience assessment used across the school to screen reading skills – all teachers upskilled 

- As a school, we are beginning to use Acadience to inform our response to intervention (small group support) in a more targeted way. 

We will be using a school data base to support tracking of students in 2023.  

- Shifts in A-E reflective of growth in reading capabilities.  

- Lift in results –exceeded national mean in year 5 cohort – all student reaching at or above benchmark 

- Growth in FELA data 

- Noticeable improvement reading responses in years 5/6 through Reading Eggs 
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Student Enrolment, Attendance and Learning 
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National Assessment Program – Literacy And Numeracy – Reading, 
Writing, Spelling , Grammar And Punctuation, And Numeracy Results 
2022   
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School Survey Results 

In 2022, we did not have as high participation rate as in previous years for our parent survey which may have impacted our oeverall results. Our student 
voice only captured year 5/6 students, following regional directions, and this was followed up with further surveys and consultation with these students to 
address initial  safety and engagement concerns identified in the initial survey. The survey results were discussed in full as a staff and school council, 
particularly the changes from the previous year and the strengths and areas for growth. Our full survey summary results can be accessed for our community 
from our website. This year saw the triangulation of trends within themes where possible to support that interrogation of the perception data.  
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Audited Financial Statements 
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